Quantitative Computed Tomography and image analysis for advanced muscle assessment
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Abstract

Medical imaging is of particular interest in the field of translational myology, as extant literature describes the utilization of a wide variety of techniques to non-invasively recapitulate and quantify various internal and external tissue morphologies. In the clinical context, medical imaging remains a vital tool for diagnostics and investigative assessment. This review outlines the results from several investigations on the use of computed tomography (CT) and image analysis techniques to assess muscle conditions and degenerative process due to aging or pathological conditions. Herein, we detail the acquisition of spiral CT images and the use of advanced image analysis tools to characterize muscles in 2D and 3D. Results from these studies recapitulate changes in tissue composition within muscles, as visualized by the association of tissue types to specified Hounsfield Unit (HU) values for fat, loose connective tissue or atrophic muscle, and normal muscle, including fascia and tendon. We show how results from these analyses can be presented as both average HU values and compositions with respect to total muscle volumes, demonstrating the reliability of these tools to monitor, assess and characterize muscle degeneration.
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The growing field of translational myology continually seeks to define and promote the generalizability of muscle research to clinical practice via optimizing the transition of a wide variety of investigative muscle assessment modalities. It is thereby crucial for researchers in this complex field to identify, compare, and exploit the relative strengths of extant morphological assessment literature. Medical imaging is of particular interest in this regard, as extant literature focuses on the utilization of a wide variety of techniques to non-invasively recapitulate and quantify various internal and external tissue morphologies. In the clinical context, medical imaging remains a vital tool for diagnostic and investigative assessment. Of the many facets of the field, most current research aims to improve aspects of instrumentation design, image processing software, data acquisition methodology, and computational modeling. Indeed, three-dimensional (3D) visualization of internal anatomy elicits invaluable information for optimizing the treatment of many pathologies, but every modality has its inherent limitations.1,2 For the purposes of clinical assessment, in particular, visually simplistic imaging methods that outline noninvasive, high-resolution methodologies for assessing diseased or damaged tissues have been identified as a strategic priority in clinical research, and extant modalities have been identified as preferential to respective applications.3-11 However, their employment via standard methodology may not be optimal for various avenues of translational myology research. The implementation of traditional imaging modalities, in the context of relevant case studies, can significantly impact this process of methodology optimization. Likewise, discerning the optimum metric for imaging data analysis and defining changes in skeletal muscle remains crucial. Continuing to propose, assess, and modify quantitative methods for muscle imaging assessment in this regard will be pivotal in discerning their utility in serving the complex and challenging field of translational myology, and further optimization of these systems will ultimately aid in the indication of compensatory methods for clinical
intervention. This review outlines the use of advanced techniques for computed tomography (CT) image acquisition and assessment, as evidenced by three case studies involving partial and advanced muscle degeneration and denervation.

**Muscle Segmentation, Visualization, and Analysis**

The discrimination of tissue types, densities, and volumes from 2D and 3D images is of particular interest in the medical imaging research community. The post-processing of 3D CT images via colorization of these morphologies holds particular utility with regards to the segmentation of skeletal muscle. Specific attenuation values are assigned to individual volumetric elements (voxels), based upon the degree to which CT X-rays of given energies transmit through the volume element. The degree of attenuation depends on the energy spectrum of the incident X-rays, as well as the average atomic number of the tissues of the patients. Since most computers utilize hardware that requires integer values, linear attenuation coefficients are rescaled to an integer range that encompasses 4096 values, between -1000 and +3095. This scale is known as the CT number, which may likewise be readily converted to Hounsfield units (HU). Comparatively dense tissues, such as bone, have large attenuation coefficients and thereby large, positive CT numbers; conversely, large, negative CT numbers are typical for low-density tissues, such as lung and adipose tissue. Muscles are normally displayed with CT number between 50 and 100 Hounsfield units, although within a normal muscle belly, other tissue elements are typically present, such as loose connective tissue and fat, which have much lower CT numbers. If a singular tissue type occupies a particular voxel, that element will possess a readily-identifiable CT number corresponding singularly to that tissue type; however, typical voxels simultaneously contain several tissue types and thereby express an average CT number whose value is proportional to the ratio of the tissue types. This phenomenon explains the wide range of values present within a particular dataset and suggests the necessity for increased voxel resolution and the development of novel intervoxel segmentation methods to optimize the study of muscle structural changes, in particular for 3D Color Muscle CT.

**Muscle Degeneration: Sarcopenia, Neuromuscular Pathology, or Sequela of Trauma**

Muscular degeneration is typically characterized by the progressive loss of muscle function and mass, and has been readily identified as an independent risk factor for high mortality in aging populations and patients suffering from neuromuscular pathology or injury.

Fig 1. Example segmentation of the Vastus lateralis, Rectus femoris, and Vastus medialis muscles in a representative subject. Note that soft tissue segmentation thresholds are defined thus: subcutaneous fat (HU -200; -10), Intramuscular fat (HU -200; -10), low density muscle (HU -9; 40), muscle (HU 41; 70) and fibrous connective (HU 71; 150).
In aging, this phenomenon is typically defined as sarcopenia, and while its prevalence has been consistently detrimental to an individual’s physical vitality, defining its diagnosis and etiology remains debated. Despite the absence of a universally accepted definition, extant clinical literature commonly correlates sarcopenia with the loss of both skeletal muscle function and structure, and a variety of mechanisms have been implicated to dictate these phenomena. Aging skeletal muscle has significantly diminished myofibril contractility due to a progressive reduction of the proportion of glycolytic type II muscle fibers. Additionally, these myofibers elicit a significant reduction in triglyceride processing capability, resulting in excessive lipid droplet storage along myocyte cell membranes. In general, the concordant loss of muscle mass and infiltration of non-contractile tissue confers an increased risk for frailty, disability, and eventual mortality. In an increasingly aging world, it is clear that optimizing extant assessment methodologies and identifying a normative clinical definition for sarcopenia is of growing importance. The mechanisms that may govern muscular degeneration in sarcopenia have likewise been indicated within the context of neuromuscular pathology and sequela of trauma. Indeed, the dramatic deleterious changes in muscle exhibited in these patients have been implicated as analogous to the changes evidenced in sarcopenia. This “accelerated aging” of muscle can occur as the result of many chronic diseases or traumatic events, and as such, there exist many clinical definitions that may be potentially obfuscated by their coincidence. For example, as in sarcopenia, skeletal muscle degeneration due to illness, known as cachexia, has been analogously associated with increases in relative muscle adiposity, which has likewise been correlated to increased rates of cachectic patient morbidity and mortality. However, these phenomena are particularly evident in patients with spinal cord injury (SCI), as paralysis from lower motor neuron denervation drastically reduces skeletal muscle mass and increases local muscle fibrosis and adiposity. One extreme case of a SCI sequela is irreversible Conus and Cauda Equina syndrome – a condition in which leg muscles may be completely and permanently disconnected from the nervous system. When these innervated connections between the spinal cord and the leg muscles are severed, volitional leg muscle contractility disappears downstream from the SCI lesion. Without this contractility, muscle fibers are...
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gradually replaced by loose and fibrous connective tissues – a phenomenon that typically occurs within three to five years post-SCI.

To emphasize the utility of the advanced muscle imaging analysis techniques described herein, this review focuses on reported literature regarding the assessment of muscle degeneration and regeneration, via home-based Functional Electrical Stimulation (h-bFES) of SCI patients.

**Monitoring Trophism Decay of LMN-Denervated Muscle and its Restoration by h-b FES Compliance**

Many of the tissue analyses employed to study structural changes occurring in Lower Motor Neuron (LMN) denervated muscle are usually performed with biopsies – i.e., the analysis of only a few milligrams of muscle. Complementary imaging techniques, such as CT scans, are also employed to assess and validate histological information and to study macroscopic changes. The combinatorial value of CT imaging methods, post-processing techniques, and segmentation can be demonstrated by studying the effect of h-bFES training entire muscle volumes. An excellent example of such a case study involved the assessment of a patient with irreversible Conus and Cauda Equina syndrome (Patient A) who underwent five years of this stimulation treatment, followed by five years of non-compliance to h-BFES.

The main novelty introduced in this work was the morphological analysis of the whole quadriceps in different pathological conditions and the quantification of the tissue compositions within the muscle volumes. Figure 2 presents the results for Patient A. The 3D model and voxel assessment of the Rectus femoris shows a clear increase in muscle volume and density during the h-bFES compliant period, and likewise shows a clear decline in these muscle characteristics after five years of non-compliance.

**Fig 3.** 3D soft tissue segmentation of Patient B to compare the compositional changes between the calf muscles in both legs (A, before and B, after h-bFES rehabilitation). Note that soft tissue segmentation colorizations are defined thus: subcutaneous fat (yellow HU), Intramuscular fat (orange), low density muscle (cyan), muscle (red) and fibrous connective tissue (gray). E and F depict the HU distributions and changes within both legs (cyan: pre-rehabilitation, red: post-rehabilitation), and the pie charts contain corresponding compositional data changes. It is important to notice the qualitative muscle volume and quality differences between the SCI patient and a healthy subject (C+D).
Utility of 3D Muscle Segmentation in Monitoring Incomplete Denervation from SCI

In the second and third of these reported case studies, analogous soft tissue analyses and segmentation methods were used on CT images of two patients with different degrees of partial denervation. The first of these patients (Patient B), was a female, 53 years. During the last 5 years progressive difficulties of walking with muscle fatigue especially of those involved in ankle flexion-extension (tibialis anterior, peroneals and triceps surae). During recent 3-month hospitalization the patient underwent electric muscle stimulation sessions with Schuhrfried Stimulette den2x, by current for denervated muscles at the lodge side of the leg, bilaterally.

Pre-treatment clinical and functional assessment

The patient walks using two sticks. The gait is neuropathic, with foot drop especially on the right side, for deficit of peroneal muscles and dorsiflexors. She has complete autonomy in ADL, but presents difficulties in supine-sitting and sitting-standing position changes, that are possible only with the aid of the upper limbs.

Post-Treatment motor evaluation

The patient walks with two sticks for long distances and without aids for short distances. Waddling gait due to medium and large glutal muscles deficit and foot drop remains. Remain also other muscular deficits detected in pre-treatment evaluation. Improved resistance to fatigue and balance, both static and dynamic. Improved awareness of the present deficit and strategies for dealing with them. Improved the strength of the upper limbs and abdominal muscles (transversus abdominis, internal oblique, external oblique).

The second study reports the results of Patient C – a 53 year old male patient 15 years post SCI before and after h-bFES. Figure 3 depicts the comparison between Patient B’s soft tissues before and after six weeks of h-bFES rehabilitation using the soft tissue segmentation method detailed herein. The subject was treated each day for 30 minutes with electrical stimulation for denervated calf muscles – bilaterally on the anterior and lateral side of the leg. Additionally, the Histograms

Fig 4. HU distribution comparison between left and right legs of Patient C, as assessed at the mid-thigh. Note that compositions in the left and right rectus femoris muscles changed very little in the same time span, which is to be expected due to h-bFES being withheld in this region.
containing HU distributions show that fat is the dominant tissue type within the volume, especially on the left side where muscle content is almost absent. However, the distribution after the rehabilitation period (red) shows an increase in muscle density and a reduction in fat within the right leg. Furthermore, it is possible to analyze the specific soft tissue compositional changes within these muscles. The pie charts in Figure 3 depict these particular changes; indeed, it is evident that there was an increase of dense connective or fibrous tissue in both legs, to the detriment of loose connective tissue. Figure 4 contains the results from Patient C’s analyses, detailing HU histograms that show, once again, the differences between the left and right sides, both pre and post h-bFES. Analogous segmentation analyses were performed on the middle of the rectus femoris thigh muscles to compare whether there were significant changes in the muscular composition outside of the h-bFES rehabilitation volume. It is evident that there are no remarkable changes between these time points. However, intriguingly, there was a slight shift towards higher density HU values on both legs. Indeed, Patient C’s residual asymmetric innervation of the leg muscles and the effects of six weeks of h-bFES rehabilitation regime allowed the patient to perform short walks without crutches – a monumental improvement in function and quality of life after years of only heavily-supported walking and many daily hours of bed rest.

Conclusions and perspectives
The results from these analyses are presented as the average HU values within the muscle reconstruction, as well as the percentage of these tissues with respect to the total muscle volume. The methods outlined for these assessments demonstrate the reliability of these tools to monitor, quantify, and characterize muscle degeneration. 3D CT image segmentation captures the minimal, but clinically significant extent to which muscle may change in size and/or quality in such studies, which was utilized to highlight the importance of rehabilitation trainings for SCI-induced disuse atrophy. In general, these studies altogether suggest the criticality of continuing to identify and exploit the strengths of imaging modalities the context of muscle research. Further optimization of these methods will be pivotal in discerning their respective utility in serving the complex and challenging field of translational myology.
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